Glad To Be Saved Rescue
Foster Application
Thank you for your interest in Fostering our dogs. We have a lot of happy dogs that are
excited to meet their new Foster mom. We don’t guarantee that our dogs are trained. We try our
best to train them in the basics. By filling out this application will not guarantee that the dog you
choose will be available to you. We place criteria and ultimately will always act in the best
interest of the dog.
About You
Is there a particular dog you want to foster?
* Indicates required field
_____________________________________
First and last name*
_____________________________________
Address*
Line1
____________________________________
Line 2
____________________________________
City/State/Zip code
____________________________________
Phone Number*
____________________________________
Email*
____________________________________
Age*
____________________________________
Employer*
___________________________________
Occupation*
___________________________________

ABOUT YOUR HOUSEHOLD
How many adults?*
___________________________________
How many Children?
___________________________________

List ages of children.
___________________________________

About your home
Own or rent?
________________________________________________________
What is your home?(house,condo,apt.Ect)
________________________________________________________
How many years in this current Address*
________________________________________________________
Where does your front door lead to?*(ex: street,hall,etc)
________________________________________________________
Does anyone in your house have pet allergies?*
________________________________________________________
Has every person in the house been consulted and does everyone agree to adding a new
canine companion?*
________________________________________________________
How many pets are currently living in your Household?
________________________________________________________
List names of your pets,ages,any healthy issues, or anything else you want to share.
________________________________________________________
How would you describe your level of experience with dogs?
________________________________________________________
Size of the dogs?
_________________________________________________________
How long have you been talking about fostering and what is the reason for it?*
_________________________________________________________
Where will he sleep the night?*
_________________________________________________________
Who would care for the dog if you travel?*
_________________________________________________________
What is the longest the dog would normally be left alone?*
_________________________________________________________

Where will the dog spend its days?*
___________________________________________________________
Have you used a crate before?*
____________________________________________________________
How will you provide Exercise for the dog?*
____________________________________________________________
Will you provide obedience training?*
____________________________________________________________
What would cause you to return the foster dog?*
_____________________________________________________________
After GTBS rescue team reviews applications, are you comfortable showing dogs your
home?
____________________________________________________________
Instead of showing in your home, Would you meet at a close by location?
____________________________________________________________
How did you find us?
____________________________________________________________
Last chance:) Anything left to tell us?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

